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Abstract

A model of strategic trade policy under integrated markets is presented and
optimal trade policies are derived under assumptions of both complete and
incomplete information. With the assumption of complete information it is
shown that the optimal policy is an import tariff (export subsidy) when a coun
try is a net importer (exporter). In the Nash equilibrium in trade policies the
low cost country gives an export subsidy which is fully countervailed by the
import tariff of the other country. The introduction of incomplete information
about costs adds an incentive for both governments to use their trade policy as a
signal of theirfirm ’s costs. This signalling effect increases the export subsidy and
decreases the import tariff. In the simultaneous signalling game, with symme
try, the expected welfare in the separating equilibrium is higher than under free
trade for both countries. (JEL Classifications: F12, F13, L13)〈
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I. Introduction

The trade policy literature has identified two main cases where interven
tion in international trade may be welfare improving for a country. In con
ventional trade theory, a large country able to influence its terms of trade
can gain by using an optimum tariff and, in the new trade theory, a country
can use strategic trade policies to shift profits to the domestic firm and/or to
extract rent from foreign firms. In both these cases, trade policy is generally
a beggar-my-neighbour policy where intervention by one country increases
its welfare at the expense of the other country. When both countries inter
vene, setting trade policy in a non-cooperative manner, the outcome will typ
ically be a prisoners’ dilemma where both countries are worse off and
aggregate world welfare is undoubtedly lower than under free trade.1 In
contrast, this paper presents a model of strategic trade policy under inte
grated markets, with incomplete information about costs, where non-cooperative trade policy setting yields higher welfare than under free trade for
both countries.2
Although the literature on strategic trade policy is now very extensive,
see Brander [1995] for a recent survey, it has concentrated almost exclu
sively on the case of segmented markets with only a few papers dealing with
the case of integrated markets.3 The assumption of segmented markets
means that there is no possibility of arbitrage between markets so firms
regard each country as a separate market. Together with the usual assump
tion of constant marginal cost this implies that one market can be analyzed

1. As Johnson [1953-54] has shown, in the case of the terms of trade argument, one
country may gain compared to free trade but the other country will always lose. Simi
lar results have also been obtained in strategic trade policy models.
2. Other papers that look at Pareto-improving trade policy, such as Anis and Ross
[1992], consider a policy change by one country that improves the welfare of both
countries but they do not show that non-cooperative trade policy setting yields high
er welfare for both countries than under free trade. Bagwell and Staiger [1989] pre
sent a model where export subsidies are used to signal product quality and where
intervention by both governments can be welfare improving.
3. Notable exceptions that deal with trade policy under integrated markets are Fisher
[1985], Markusen and Venables [1988], Venables [1994], and Fisher and Wilson
[1995].
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independently of any other markets which greatly simplifies the analysis of
trade policy. However, the lack of any interaction between markets is a very
unappealing feature of these models. The alternative assumption of integrat
ed markets means that there is perfect arbitrage between markets, and
hence firms sell in an integrated world market. In the absence of transport
costs, perfect arbitrage implies that any price differences between markets
must be entirely due to trade policies. Thus, with integrated markets it is
not possible to analyze one market independently of the others, making the
modeling of strategic trade policy under integrated markets more difficult
than when markets are segmented. With world markets becoming more
integrated, the assumption of segmented markets seems less tenable when
firms regard the global economy as their market place. Consequently, the
first aim of this paper is to analyze strategic trade policy under integrated
markets with complete information.4
A recent innovation in the literature on strategic trade policy has been the
introduction of incomplete information.5 In a Cournot duopoly model based
upon Brander and Spencer [1985], Collie and Hviid [1993] show that an
export subsidy can be used to signal about the competitiveness of the
domestic firm when the foreign firm has incomplete information about the
domestic firm’s costs. Similarly, Collie and Hviid [1999] show that a tariff
can be used to signal the uncompetitiveness of the domestic firm when
incomplete information about costs is added to the Brander and Spencer
[1984] model. Brainard and Martimort [1996] extend the Brander and
Spencer [1985] model of profit-shifting export subsidies by assuming that
the domestic government has incomplete information about the costs of the
domestic firm. Assuming that the collection of government revenue is cost
ly, they derive the optimal export subsidy and lump-sum payment scheme
that ensures the truthful revelation of costs by the domestic firm. The
model analyzed by Qiu [1994] combines both signalling and truthful revela

4. Strategic trade policy under integrated markets has been analyzed by Markusen and
Venables [1988], but they do not consider the optimal policy only small deviations
from free trade.
5. Apart from this paper, the rest of the literature on strategic trade policy under incom
plete information assumes that markets are segmented.
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tion under Cournot and Bertrand oligopoly. As Brander [1995] notes in his
survey of strategic trade policy “(t)he existence of informational asymme
tries seems both indisputable and important”. Therefore, the second aim of
this paper is to introduce incomplete information about the costs of both
firms into the model of strategic trade policy under integrated markets, and
to analyze how both governments can use trade policy to signal about the
costs of their domestic firm.
Section II of this paper presents the model of strategic trade policy under
integrated markets with complete information, where two firms each locat
ed in a separate country compete as Cournot duopolists in an integrated
world market. In section III, the optimal trade policy of a country is shown
to be an import tariff if the country is a net importer and an export subsidy
if the country is a net exporter. When both countries set trade policy noncooperatively, the outcome is the Nash equilibrium in trade policies where
the country that has the firm with the lowest costs will give an export sub
sidy which is fully countervailed by the import tariff set by the other coun
try. The country that has the firm with the lowest cost will be worse off
while the other country will be better off than under free trade. Section IV
extends the model presented in section two by adding incomplete informa
tion about the costs of the two firms. The separating equilibria of this sig
nalling game are derived in section V. Taking the expected trade policy of
the other country as given, it is shown that a country can use its trade policy
to signal about the domestic firm’s costs. The export subsidy (import tariff)
in the separating equilibrium is larger (smaller) than the optimum under
complete information. Section VI derives the separating equilibrium of the
simultaneous signalling game, and shows that the country with the low
(high) cost firm will have the highest (lowest) expected trade policy.
Expected world welfare in the separating equilibrium is shown to be higher
than under free trade and, in the symmetric case, both countries are better
off in the separating equilibrium. This gain in worldwide efficiency arises
from increased specialization according to comparative advantage.

II. The Basic Model with Complete Information

The world economy consists of two countries: country one and country
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two; variables relating to country one will be labeled by a subscript one and
those relating to country two by a subscript two. The markets of the two
countries are integrated; hence, in the absence of transport costs, perfect
arbitrage ensures that any price difference between the two markets is due
entirely to trade taxes and subsidies. A single firm is located in each coun
try and these two firms compete as Cournot duopolists in the integrated
world market. Demand in the two markets is assumed to be identical and
given by the linear demand functions y{= a - pp{ for i = 1, 2, where y{is con
sumption and pi is the consumer price in the ith market. The firm in the i\h
country has constant marginal cost c{ and produces output x-, it is assumed
that c{< a/p since otherwise a firm will never produce any output. Net
imports of the ith country are given by domestic consumption minus
domestic production:

= yt - x{. With only two countries, market clearing

will ensure that total consumption of the good is equal to total production of
the good in the integrated world market so yi +y2=
m1+m2=0.

+x2which implies that

The governments of the two countries each set trade policy to maximize
their national welfare. In the ith country, the government uses a trade policy
ti (a tariff on imports combined with a subsidy to exports) which increases

the price in its domestic market relative to the price in the foreign market
by the amount of the trade policy

There are three main reasons for using

this combined trade policy instrument rather than conventional import tar
iffs and export subsidies: Firstly, it greatly simplifies the analysis of trade
policy under integrated markets as it implies an arbitrage condition that
holds with equality instead of the two inequalities implied by the use of con
ventional trade policy. Secondly, export subsidies have to be combined with
import tariffs to prevent arbitrageurs continually exporting then re-importing and re-exporting the goods. Thirdly, conventional import tariffs artifi
cially segment markets and are anti-competitive whereas this combined
trade policy instrument keeps markets integrated.6 Implicitly, and possibly

6. The anti-competitive effect of conventional tariffs when markets are integrated has
been shown by Venables [1994] and Fisher and Wilson [1995] under Bertrand oli
gopoly, and Collie [1998] has shown how this combined trade policy instrument will
avoid these anti-competitive effects.
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unwittingly, Markusen and Venables [1988] assume the use of the same
combined trade policy instrument since they also require that producer
prices are equal in the two countries with integrated markets.
Formally, trade policy setting is modeled as a two stage game where the
two governments simultaneously set trade policies in the first stage, and
then in the second stage the two firms compete as Cournot duopolists given
the trade policies set by the two governments. As usual, the game is solved
for the subgame perfect equilibrium by backwards induction.
Demand in the integrated world market is the sum of demand in the two
countries. Since the two markets are integrated, perfect arbitrage will
ensure that consumer prices in the two markets will differ only by the
amount of any trade policies which implies that, for each firm, producer
prices are equal in the two countries so that P\—h = p2- t2. Summing the
demand functions in the two countries, then using the arbitrage and market
clearing conditions, yields the inverse demand functions facing the two
firms in the integrated world market as functions of their outputs:
oc
Xj + X j
— tj
p. = -------- + --- -

p

2

2(5

. •

1

J

i• ^ j •

가

z,/ = 1,2

rn

vv

Hence, the slope of the inverse demand function facing the ith firm is
dpi /dx{= -1/2(5. The two firms compete as Cournot duopolists in the inte

grated world market, and the profits of the firm in the ith country are n{=(p{
- c{) x{. Assuming an interior solution where both firms produce positive

output, the first order conditions for the Cournot-Nash equilibrium are:

oxi

= Pi - Ci + x i %

oxi =

0

U = l,2 i ^ j

⑵

Substituting the inverse demand functions (1) into these first order condi
tions and then solving for the Cournot-Nash equilibrium outputs yields7

(ᄍ ᅳ2/노/ + 치

) + 々(혹 - 상)

= 1,2 i ^ j

(3)

7. With linear demand, since profit functions are concave, the second-order conditions
for profit-maximization are satisfied and there exists a unique Cournot equilibrium.
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The effect of an import tariff or export subsidy, tb is to increase the out
put of the domestic firm, dx{/dt{= P，and to reduce the output of the foreign
firm by an equal amount, dxj /dti = -P\ therefore, total production in the inte
grated world market is unchanged. Using the Cournot-Nash equilibrium
outputs (3) in the inverse demand functions (1) yields the prices in the two
markets:
^

+

+/노 2) + — ( 슈 - 상

ij

= 1,2

i 수j

(4)

The effects of trade policy, tiy on prices in the two markets are and dpj /dt{
= 1/2 and dpj/dti = -1/2] hence, half of an import tariff is passed through to

domestic consumers while half is absorbed by the foreign firm, and half of an
export subsidy is passed through to foreign consumers while half is
absorbed by the domestic firm. Substituting these prices (4) into the demand
functions of the two countries gives consumption in the two markets:

yt = - ( 2 a - [3cl
3

2

-/ )

i j = 1,2 i 후 j

(5)

Trade policy, tiy reduces consumption in the domestic market, dy{/dt{=
-(3/2, and increases consumption in the foreign market by the same

amount, dy{/dt{= p/2; therefore, total consumption in the integrated world
market is unchanged. Net imports are the difference between domestic con
sumption and domestic production in a country so
clearing implies that

- x{ and market

; hence, using (3) and (5), net imports of ith

country are:
m,. = /3(c;

(?,. ~ tj) = -m j

i，
j =

ᄂ2

i jt j

(6)

Since trade policy, tiy increases domestic production and reduces domes
tic consumption, it will reduce the /th country’s net imports, dnti /dt{=
一3/3/2，and

increase the other country’s net imports by the same amount,

dfyij / dtj = 3p/2.

Equations (3) to (6) describe the equilibrium of the integrated world mar
ket as a function of the trade policies set by the two governments. Ignoring
distributional questions and assuming that preferences are quasi-linear, the
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welfare of a country is given by the sum of consumer surplus, the profits of
the domestic firm, and government revenue from trade policy.8 Thus, the
welfare of the two countries are given by:
1 cyi

wi = ~pl

灿dq -

1

Piy. + + 挪 = j ^ y f + (p, - ^ )x i +

/ = i,2 (7)

Before looking at trade policy, the question of whether there are gains
from trade under oligopoly with integrated markets will be briefly consid
ered. Setting

= fc= 0 in (3) to (6) gives output, prices, consumption and net

imports under free trade, and substituting these into (7) yields the welfare
of the ith country under free trade:
^

~

~

_

^■(ci - C j)2 i j = 1,2 i ^ j

(8)

In autarky, since the domestic firm faces no competition from the foreign
firm, it can set the monopoly price in the domestic market and earn monop
oly profits. It is straightforward to show that the welfare of the ith country
under autarky is wtA = 3(a - p c)2IS p ，and obviously there are gains from
trade if AW( = WtF - WtA > 0. It can be shown that AWt ■has a minimum at
c. = (13a +28j8c7)/41j8 where its value is AWt = (a - pCj)2/82(5 > 0；hence,
there are always gains from trade whatever the relative costs of the two
firms.9 In other models of international trade with imperfect competition
under integrated markets, such as Markusen [1981], it is generally shown
that a sufficient condition for gains from trade is that the output of the
domestic industry expands under free trade. Here, it has been shown that
there are gains from trade even if the output of the domestic firm contracts
under free trade. An important point to note is that there will be gains from
8. For an import tariff, government revenue is positive since trade policy is positive and
net imports are positive while, for an export subsidy, government revenue is nega
tive since trade policy is positive and net imports are negative.
9. The assumption that demand in both markets is identical is important, since it is pos
sible that a country could lose from trade if its market was much larger than the mar
ket in the other country, see Markusen [1981]. Surprisingly, this suggests that cost
differences should be a less important issue in trade liberalization than differences in
the size of the markets.
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trade in the symmetric case, when both firms have the same costs, even
though net imports will be equal to zero. These gains arise from the possi
bility of trade that introduces competition between the two firms, leading to
lower prices, and a consequent reduction in the deadweight loss from
monopoly.

III. Trade Policy with Complete Information

In this oligopolistic industry, a government can use trade policy to shift
profits to its domestic firm and to improve the terms of trade by extracting
rent from the foreign firm. This section firstly analyzes the optimal trade
policy of a country while taking the trade policy of the other country as
given, and then analyzes the Nash equilibrium in trade policies when both
countries simultaneously set trade polices. The optimal trade policy for the
ith country is given by maximizing its welfare (7) with respect to tb while

taking 항as given, which yields the first order condition:
dWt

dt.

mi

dx;

dt-

dm.

0

1,2

(9)

1,2

(10)

Solving for the optimal trade policy yields:
mi

+ (Pl ~ c i)

dxt
~dt

/

/

r dmi 、
、
J

Since the denominator is clearly positive, the overall sign of the optimal
trade policy depends upon the terms in the numerator. The first term in the
numerator is the terms of trade effect which is positive (negative) if net
imports are positive (negative) and the second term is the profit-shifting
effect which is positive. Hence, if a country is a net importer then the opti
mal trade policy is an import tariff, but if it is a net exporter then the optimal
policy seems to be ambiguous. However, noting that 久 一 이= 자 / 2j8 from (1)
and (2), that dx{/dt{ = p from (3)，and that dp{/dt{= 1/2 from (4), the opti
mal trade policy can be shown to be

3/3 which is positive if domestic

consumption is positive; this leads to the following proposition:
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Proposition 1: The optimal trade policy for a country is an import tariff if it
is a net importer and an export subsidy if it is a net exporter.

When the country is a net importer, both the terms of trade effect and the
profit-shifting effect are positive, hence the optimal policy is a positive
import tariff which is similar to the result in Brander and Spencer [1984] for
segmented markets. When the country is a net exporter, the positive profitshifting effect outweighs the negative terms of trade effect, hence the opti
mal policy is an export subsidy which is similar to the result in Brander and
Spencer [1985] for segmented markets. The optimal policies under integrat
ed markets are generally smaller than those under segmented markets as
the greater degree of competition results in smaller price-cost margins and
thus reduces the effect of strategic trade policies. The analysis can be
extended to the case of many firms in each country without much difficulty.
If the country is a net importer then the optimal policy is always an import
tariff, but if the country is a net exporter then the optimal policy may be an
export tax if the number of domestic firms is large relative to the number of
foreign firms as in Dixit [1984] for segmented markets. The analysis can
also be extended to the case when the country uses a production subsidy as
well as trade policy. In this case, the optimal policy is a production subsidy
to ensure that price is equal to the marginal cost of the domestic firm and an
import tariff or export tax to improve the terms of trade.
When both governments set trade policy non-cooperatively the result will
be a trade policy war which is best analyzed as the Nash equilibrium of this
single-shot game. In the Nash equilibrium in trade policies, each govern
ment simultaneously and independently sets trade policy to maximize its
national welfare. The first step in analyzing the Nash equilibrium is to derive
the best-reply functions that give the optimal trade policy of the ith country
as a function of the trade policy of the jth country. Using equations (3) to
(6), equation (10) can be solved to give an explicit expression for the bestreply functions:

야

)

^

(

노

-

/

^

-

〜

+

뉴

>

G

오

너

j

( U

)
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These best-reply functions show that the optimal response of the ith coun
try to an increase in the trade policy of the ;th country is to increase its
trade policy, dt] / dtj = 1/7. As the best-reply functions of the two countries
are upward sloping, the trade policies of the two countries are strategic
complements in the terminology of Bulow et al [1985]. Thus, in response to
a foreign export subsidy, a country should impose a countervailing duty
equal to one-seventh of the foreign export subsidy. This countervailing duty
fraction is smaller than the fraction of one-third obtained by Dixit (1984) for
segmented markets. Surprisingly, in response to a foreign import tariff, a
country should increase its export subsidy by one-seventh of the amount of
the tariff. This is in sharp contrast to the results under segmented markets
where the optimal response to a foreign tariff is to reduce the export sub
sidy by half the amount of the tariff.10
The two best-reply functions are shown in figure 1 together with the iso
welfare loci of country one for the symmetric case when both firms have the
same marginal cost (c1= c2). Along the diagonal, where tx= t2, it can be seen
from equations (3) to (6) that prices, output and consumption in both coun
tries are the same as under free trade while net imports are equal to zero,
m1= m2= 0. Hence, the welfare of country one is constant along the diago

nal, and this helps to explain the unorthodox shape of the iso-welfare loci.
When country one is a net importer its welfare is increasing in country two’s
trade policy (export subsidy), and when country one is a net exporter its wel
fare is decreasing in country two’s trade policy (import tariff). The asymmetric
case, when the firm in country one has a cost disadvantage, cx> c2, is shown
in figure 2.11
The Nash equilibrium in trade policies is given by the intersection of the

10. Collie [1994] derives the trade policy best-reply functions and the Nash equilibrium
in trade policies under segmented markets when the domestic country uses an
import tariff and the foreign country uses an export subsidy.
11. In the asymmetric case, when the two firms do not have the same costs, the line
where net imports are equal to zero is below (above) the diagonal if country one’s
firm has lower (higher) costs than country two’s firm. As above, welfare in each
country is constant along the line where net imports are zero and the welfare of
country one is increasing (decreasing) in country two’s trade policy if country one is
a net exporter (importer).
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Figure 1
Trade Policy Best-Reply Functions in the Symmetric Case

two best-reply functions as shown in figures 1 and 2. Using (11) to solve for
the intersection of the two best-reply functions yields the Nash equilibrium
trade policies:
^

^ = (2 a- p cx- [5c2)/9p > 0

(12)

In the Nash equilibrium, both countries set their trade policy at exactly
the same level.12 Noting that the country with the low (high) cost firm will
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Figure 2
Trade Policy Best-Repfy Functions for the Asymmetric Case

be a net exporter (importer) in the Nash equilibrium in trade policies since
m1= 과(다 一c2) = -m2, leads to the following proposition:

12. Although not directly comparable, this result can be contrasted with that in de Meza
[1986] which shows that the country with the low (high) cost firm will give the
largest (smallest) Nash equilibrium export subsidy in the Brander and Spencer
[1985] model under segmented markets. Here, although costs do affect the Nash
equilibrium trade policies, cost differences do not lead to differences in the Nash
equilibrium trade policies of the two countries.
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Proposition 2: In the Nash equilibrium in trade policies，the country with
the low cost firm gives an export subsidy which is fully countervailed by the
import tariff set by the other country.

Comparing the Nash equilibrium in trade policies with free trade, it is
obvious that the country with the low cost firm is made worse off while the
other country is made better off since the net effect of the import tariff and
the export subsidy is to transfer revenue from the exporting country to the
importing country. World welfare in the Nash equilibrium is the same as
under free trade. This analysis suggests that a country like Japan, which is a
net exporter of oligopolistic products such as cars, will lose in a trade war
with a net importer like the United States.

IV. Incomplete Information about Costs

In this section, incomplete information about costs is added to the basic
model presented in section II. Each firm is assumed to have incomplete
information about its competitor’s marginal cost while each government
knows the marginal cost of its domestic firm but not that of the foreign
firm.13 In this situation, the trade policy set by a government may provide a
signal to the foreign firm about the costs of the domestic firm, and the gov
ernments will take this signalling effect into account when setting trade poli
cy. This game of incomplete information has two stages: At the first stage,
the two governments each observe the marginal cost of their domestic firm
and set their trade policy to maximize their national welfare. Then, at the
second stage, the two firms having observed the trade policies set by the
two governments, which they use to infer the marginal cost of their foreign
competitor, independently and simultaneously choose their outputs to maxi
mize their profits.
The marginal cost of the firm in the ith country, cif is assumed to be
drawn from a continuous probability distribution with support on [cf, c1-]

13. The governments may directly observe the marginal cost of the domestic firm or
each may design a mechanism to ensure that the firm truthfully reveals its costs as
in Brainard and Martimort [1996].
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and with unconditional mean 石 and variance erf. The two probability distrib
utions are assumed to be independently distributed, and to be common
knowledge to both firms and both governments. The expected profits of the
firm in the ith country are

where

is the expectation

operator given the firm’s beliefs about the marginal cost of the foreign firm.
Assuming an interior solution, the first-order conditions for the BayesianNash equilibrium are:
dnt

E

dx.

Pi ~ c i + x i

电1

.

h
(13)

」

= ~ ^ (그 어

\ tj) - 2 ^ + % - pt 』一 fiq) = 0, i j = 1,2 i ^ j

一

In order to solve for Bayesian-Nash equilibrium quantities, it is first nec
essary to determine each firm’s expectation of its competitor’s output, E^Xj
\
tj\
. Taking expectations of the two firms’ first-order conditions, using the

common knowledge assumption, then solving the two simultaneous equa
tions for the expected outputs yields:

Et(Xj I tj) = —(a —2pdj + Pc.) + p(tj —tt)

i,j = 1,2 i ^ j

(14)

where ct = 측•(혹) = Ej (ci I tt) is the jth firm’s expectation of its competitor’s
marginal cost conditioned on the trade policy set by the government of the
/th country. Substituting (14) into (13)，then solving for the Bayesian-Nash
equilibrium outputs of the two firms yields:

xt = - ( 2 a - 3/3ci - pct + 2j8c ) + j8(r. - 1.)
3

ij

= 1,2

i^ j

(15)

Using these outputs in the inverse demand functions (1) gives the prices
in the two countries:
Pi =

~ ^

+

~

+ 2 ^ ""

U =

^

j

(베

Consumption in each country can be found by using these prices in the
demand functions of the individual countries:
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Jz - ~(4or - 3^c; + /3ci - 3/3cj + (3cj) + . ( 혹

一 t})

i j = 1,2 i ^ j

(17)

Net imports in each country are given by the difference between domes
tic consumption and domestic production in each country, hence:
mi -

^ ~ Cj -

Cj ) —

~

D = l,2 i ^ j (18)

~ ~ mj

As in section two, the welfare of the ith country is given by the sum of
consumer surplus, the profits of the domestic firm, and government rev
enue. Using equations (15) to (18) to evaluate the expected welfare of the

ith country,
W

t =

Wt(tt，
ci，
ct;t.，
c .， ), yields:
/ / ? -

1 2 a c i 一

S a c i +

\ 6 a c j

+

2 4 a t t -

2 4 a t j

+

4 5 (3 c f

+

1 8 / 3c 名

- 18j8c.c;. - ISfic^j - ISPc^ + 54pc^j + 5fief —IS(3ctCj - 2j8c.c;. + 6jSc^t
+ 30/3c；. + 9 fk j2 +18/3c.c. + 18/3c/,. - 54j8c/. 一

草

] - 30/3c/. - 6/3c/.

- 63ptf +18作 ^ +45火 2]

(19)

where i, j = 1,2 and i 半j. Having derived the welfare of the ith country as a
function of the trade policies set by the two governments, the marginal
costs of the two firms, and the two firms’ beliefs about their competitor’s
marginal cost, it is now possible to analyze the first stage of the game where
the two governments set their trade policy.

V. Trade Policy as a Signal of Costs

With complete information, the trade policy set by a government affects
national welfare through its direct strategic effect on the outputs of the two
firms, but with incomplete information there is an additional signalling
effect. The trade policy set by a government can be used by the foreign firm
to infer the marginal cost of the domestic firm, and the foreign firm’s beliefs
about the marginal cost of the domestic firm will affect its output decision.
The two governments will take this signalling effect into account when they
set their trade policies. This section derives the separating equilibria of this
signalling game when only one country signals the costs of its firm while
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taking the expected trade policy of the other country as given.14
To solve for the separating equilibria of this game, assume that trade poli
cy of the ith country in the separating equilibrium is given by
where

is a differentiable monotonic function of the domestic firm’s mar

ginal cost, cb and Jj is the expected trade policy of the ;th country which is
taken as given. In a separating equilibrium, tt = 손(에 ) must satisfy the
incentive compatibility constraint that the government in the /th country
maximizes its welfare given the beliefs of the foreign firm, and that the
beliefs of the foreign firm about the domestic firm’s marginal cost are con
sistent with the separating equilibrium strategy. Beliefs are consistent with
the separating equilibrium strategy if they are formed by inverting the sepa
rating equilibrium trade policy to obtain £从 ) =

; hence, the foreign

firm can correctly infer the domestic firm’s marginal cost from the trade
policy set by the government of the ith country in the separating equilibri
um. Thus, the government of the ith country will choose t{= 炎 (이;자 ) to
maximize % ( « ，슉(혹)) where c.(^) = 久 니 예 ); which yields the following
first-order condition for welfare maximization:
뿌

dti

= 큰 + 뽑 手 =0
oti
oci dti

(20)

tj _^2 ^

In a separating equilibrium, the firms correctly infer the marginal costs of
their foreign competitors from the trade policy set by the domestic government,
so ct(rt) -c{. Using this, and noting that dci /dti =

/ d c ^ 1, the differen

tial equation (20) can be rewritten as:
= Z dWi !dc±__ 4 « - 1 4 ^ ,+1 0 ^ .- 3 A -15^.
dct

dW Jdt^

3 (4 a - 2pct - 2pcj - 21/3^ + 3 ^ .)

.
,

The separating equilibrium trade policy function is a particular solution of
the differential equation (21) that satisfies the relevant initial value condi
tion. In general, finding an analytical solution to the differential equation
would be very messy, but is unnecessary since a qualitative analysis of the
differential equation will yield sufficient information about the separating
14. This game of incomplete information will also have a number of pooling equilibria
and these are discussed in the appendix.
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equilibrium. The first step in the qualitative analysis of the differential equa
tion is to plot in (q, t) space the locus where the numerator is zero (N = 0)
and the locus where the denominator is zero (D = 0) in figure 3. From equa
tion (11), it can be seen that the D = 0 locus gives the optimal tariff under
complete information as a function of the marginal cost of the domestic
firm,
These loci are both linear, and intersect where the marginal cost
of the domestic firm is cf = (2a +6 ^ -9j8[)/8j8 and the trade policy of
the ith country is

= (2a 一2J3cj +3j3tj)/l2j3 . Noting that the numerator is

negative (positive) above (below) the N = 0 locus and the denominator is
negative (positive) above (below) the D = 0 locus, it is possible to sign the
derivative in (21) and hence plot a qualitative solution to the differential
equation starting from any point in figure 3. There are two linear solutions
of the differential equation for which explicit solutions can be obtained by
positing a solution of the form: 0/(cI)- 0 /(cJ°) = k(c. -cf). Substituting this
solution into the differential equation and noting that d(f)i / dci = k, yields the
quadratic 63쇼2 + 3^ - 14 = 0 which has a negative solution
k = (-1 - V393)/42 labeled as A in figure 3 and a positive solution
k = (-l-\-V393)/42 labeled as B. Also shown is the locus where net imports

of the ith country are zero {m{= 0), obtained from equation (18) with ct = ct,
and it is easily shown that the country is a net exporter (importer) in the
region above (below) this locus.
The next step in the qualitative analysis of the differential equation is to
determine the initial value condition that selects the particular solution. It
turns out that there are three distinct cases to be considered depending
upon the cost parameters, but two of these cases have already been ana
lyzed by Collie and Hviid [1993，1999] under segmented markets and will
only be considered briefly in this paper.
In the first case, illustrated in figure 3，the distribution of marginal cost is
such that cf = c^x <

so that the ith country is always a net exporter as in

Collie and Hviid [1993]. Below the TV= 0 locus, the numerator in (21) is posi
tive so the ith country’s welfare is decreasing in the beliefs of the foreign
firm about the domestic firm’s marginal cost, dWt / dci < 0 ；hence, the gov
ernment would like the foreign firm to believe that the domestic firm has
low costs and the worst beliefs for the government are when ct =

When
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ct = cfx, since the true marginal cost of the domestic firm will be revealed in

the separating equilibrium, there is no incentive for the government to set any
export subsidy other than the optimal export subsidy under complete informa
tion; hence, the initial value condition is that

严

)=

Starting from the initial value condition at X there are two possible solu
tions, I and II，shown in figure 3, but the second order condition for welfare
maximization can be used to eliminate II.15Therefore, the unique separating
equilibrium of this game is given by the solution with a negative slope and
labeled as I in figure 3. Inspection of figure 3 shows that the export subsidy
in the separating equilibrium is larger than the optimal export subsidy
under complete information, represented by the D = 0 locus. As in Collie
and Hviid [1993], the government signals the competitiveness of the domes
tic firm by using an export subsidy that is larger than the optimum under
complete information.
In the second case, illustrated in figure 3，
the distribution of marginal cost
is such that c\-

> c；so that the country is always a net importer as in

Collie and Hviid [1999]. Above the 7V= 0 locus, the numerator in (21) is neg
ative so the ith country’s welfare is increasing in the beliefs of the foreign
firm about the domestic firm’s marginal cost dWt / dct > 0; hence, the gov
ernment would like the foreign firm to believe that the domestic firm has
high costs and the worst beliefs for the government are when ct = c\ .
When ct =

since the true marginal cost of the domestic firm will be

revealed in the separating equilibrium, there is no incentive for the govern
ment to set any tariff other than the optimal tariff under complete informa
tion; hence, the initial value condition is that

= ^((:严 ). Starting

from the initial value condition at M in figure 3 there are two possible solu
tions labeled as III and IV but, as above, the second order condition for wel
fare maximization can be used to eliminate IV. Therefore, the unique sepa
rating equilibrium of this game is given by the solution III in figure 3.
Inspection of figure 3 shows that the tariff in the separating equilibrium is
smaller than the optimal tariff under complete information, represented by
the D = 0 locus. As in Collie and Hviid [1999], the government signals the
15. The second-order condition for welfare maximization is derived in Collie and Hviid
[1993] following Mailath [1987].
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uncompetitiveness of the domestic firm by using a tariff that is smaller than
the optimum under complete information.
In the third case, illustrated in figure 3，
the distribution of marginal cost is
such that cf e 봐

] so the country can be either a net exporter or a net

importer depending upon the costs of the domestic firm. The previous two
cases both satisfied the conditions required for the existence and unique
ness of a separating equilibrium in Mailath [1987], but belief monotonicity is
not satisfied in this case since dWt / dci < 0 below the N = 0 locus and
dWJ dct > 0 above the N = 0 locus.16 In this case, the worst beliefs for the

government are when c} = c,° where there is actually no incentive to signal
since dWt / dci - 0；hence, the domestic government will set the optimal
trade policy under complete information and the initial value condition is
that ^(cf) = t*(c^) = t°i%The two solutions that satisfy the initial value condi
tion are the linear solutions labeled as A and B in figure 3. In this case it is
not possible to use the second order condition for welfare maximization to
eliminate one of the possible solutions as it is satisfied by both solutions.
However, it can be shown that A,

(c.), Pareto dominates B,

(ct), since

it yields higher welfare for all values of marginal cost except ci = c(° ；the dif
ference in welfare between the two solutions can be shown to be:

ᅳ

C ,0 ) 2

>

o

( 2 2 )

Since B can be ruled out by Pareto-dominance, the unique separating
equilibrium is given by A in figure 3. This seems to be intuitively reasonable
as the separating equilibria in the other two cases both converge towards A.
Inspection of figure 3 shows that the government uses a larger (smaller)
export subsidy (import tariff) than the optimum under complete informa
tion, represented by the D = 0 locus. Thus, the results in all three cases can
be summarized by the following proposition:

16. In Mailath [1987], the conditions required for the existence and uniqueness of a sep
arating equilibrium in games with a continuum of types are belief monotonicity, type
monotonicity, and single-crossing.
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Proposition 3: The export subsidy (import tariff) in the separating equilibri
um is larger (smaller) than the optimal export subsidy (import tariff)
under complete information.

The intuition for these results requires an understanding of the marginal
costs of signalling. In this model, the marginal cost of signalling for the
country is the marginal welfare loss from setting a trade policy that deviates
from the optimum under complete information,

Figure 4 shows

the marginal welfare effect of trade policy as a function of the domestic firm’s
cost when trade policy is larger than the optimum, t. > t* so dW( / dt( < 0, and
when it is smaller than the optimum, tt > t* so dWi / dtt > 0. As the domestic
firm’s cost increases, the main effect is to reduce the profit-margin of the
domestic firm thus weakening the profit-shifting effect, and thereby reduc
ing the marginal welfare gain from using trade policy, d2Wi /dcidti < 0. Thus,
the marginal cost of signalling with a trade policy below (above) the opti
mum is decreasing (increasing) in the domestic firm’s cost, and is lowest
when the domestic firm has the highest (lowest) possible costs.
When the country is a net exporter, the government would like the for
eign firm to believe that the domestic firm has low costs as this will lead the
foreign firm to reduce its output. This increases the welfare of the country
since profits are shifted to the domestic firm and there is an improvement in
the terms of trade. The government signals the competitiveness of the
domestic firm by setting an export subsidy larger than the optimum under
complete information because, in this case, the marginal cost of signalling is
increasing in the domestic firm’s cost. When the country is a net importer,
the government would like the foreign firm to believe that the domestic firm
has high costs as this will lead the foreign firm to increase its output there
by reducing the price of imports. This increases the welfare of the domestic
country since the terms of trade and tariff revenue gains exceed the profitshifting loss of the domestic firm. The government signals the uncompeti
tiveness of the domestic firm by setting a tariff smaller than the optimum
under complete information because, in this case, the marginal cost of sig
nalling is decreasing in the domestic firm’s cost.
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Figure 4
The M arginal Cost of Signalling

VI. Simultaneous Signalling Game

Having derived the separating equilibrium of this signalling game with
the expected trade policy of the other country taken as given, it is now pos
sible to solve the separating equilibrium of the simultaneous signalling
game when both governments use trade policy as a signal of their firms.
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costs. As both countries simultaneously set their trade policy at the first
stage of the game, they will only observe the other country’s trade policy
after they have set their own trade policy. Therefore, the two governments
must set their trade policy knowing only the expected costs of the foreign
firm and the expected trade policy of the other country. The expected trade
policy of the other country is obtained by taking expectations of the separat
ing equilibrium trade policy given the distribution of the foreign firm’s mar
ginal costs. In the separating equilibrium of the simultaneous signalling
game, each government sets its separating equilibrium trade policy
(q \i}) where its expectation of the other country’s trade policy is rational;

thus, the following conditions must be satisfied:

t{ = 免(ci;tj) and tj = Et[0; (c;.;ti)]

i, 7 = 1,2 i ^ j

(23)

Since the separating equilibrium trade policies may be non-linear, it is gener
ally not possible to solve explicitly for the separating equilibrium of this simulta
neous signalling game. However, in the case when the separating equilibrium
trade policy is linear, t( = tf +k(ct - cf), where

= (2a +6/3^. 一 9 ^)/8 /3 ,

tf =(2a-2/3cj +3^.)/12j8, and A: = (-l-V393)/42, an explicit solution

can easily be obtained. Taking expectations of the linear separating equilib
rium trade policy yields the best-reply functions of the two countries in
terms of their expected trade policies:
1
v
? -\-Qk
^ = 금규(a-/3?; ) —고^ (a —4度 +3/3?)) ᅥ - tj

、

i j = 1,2 i ^ j (24)

These best-reply functions are shown in figure five. Since the best-reply
functions are downward sloping, dti / dtj = (2 +9k)/8 ~ -0.31, the expected
trade policies of the two countries are strategic substitutes whereas trade
policies were strategic complements under complete information. The
expected trade policies of the two countries in the separating equilibrium of
the simultaneous signalling game are given by the intersection of the two
best-reply functions, and can be obtained by solving the simultaneous equa
tions (24):
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Figure 5
Sim ultaneous Signalling Equilibrium

；
= ^p-(lQ + 9k)^

t

5a - 度 一 4

同) + 18^ (« + 3 灰 - 4/3c.)]
■.
.
U7 = 1,2 i ^ j

(25)

Having obtained the expected trade policies of the two countries these
can be substituted back into (23) to obtain a complete description of the sep
arating equilibrium of the simultaneous signalling game. In the symmetric
case, where c{=c2=c y the expected trade policy of the two countries is
t = tf - t l = 2(a-P c)/9(3>0 which is equal to the Nash equilibrium
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under complete information when c, = c2 = c . To compare expected trade
policies in the asymmetric case, subtract the expected trade policy of the jth
country from the expected trade policy of the /th country, to obtain:

2(2+ m )

1 4 (V 3 9 3 -3 )

(o6)

~Ci)- 3(131- m ) ( j —Cl)

( )

Observing that the coefficient on the righthand side is positive leads to
the following proposition:
Proposition 4: In the linear separating equilibrium of the simultaneous sig
nalling game, the country that has the firm with the lowest (highest)
expected cost has the highest (lowest) expected trade policy and will be an
expected net exporter (importer).

This contrasts with the result under complete information in proposition
two where both countries set their Nash equilibrium trade policies at exact
ly the same level.17 Since the firm with low (high) expected cost is an
expected net exporter (importer), the signalling effect will increase
(decrease) its expected trade policy compared to that under complete infor
mation.
An interesting question about the separating equilibrium of the simultane
ous signalling game is whether intervention by both governments makes
the world worse off than under free trade. Since the concern is worldwide
efficiency, world welfare can be measured by the sum of domestic and for
eign welfare: Q{tv t2,cv c2,cv c2) = Wl -\-W2. Assume that the cost distribu
tions are such that the separating equilibrium of the simultaneous signalling
game is the linear solution, tf = tf + k{ct -ct°). In the separating equilibri
um, each firm’s costs can be inferred from its government’s trade policy, so
the beliefs of the firms are that ct = cr Substituting these values into world
welfare and taking expectations yields expected welfare in the separating
equilibrium, £2S = EQ{ts
x,ts
2,cvc2,cvc2)：

17. This result is similar to that in de Meza [1986] under segmented markets and with
complete information.
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= — [(a- ^c,)2 + (a- ^c2)_]
28-36k-9k2
44-36 오- 9소2
+
X7
^(c, - c2r +--------36
36

2

(27)
+o 2)

Under free trade, both countries set their trade policy equal to zero, tx= t2
= 0, so obviously neither firm can infer the costs of its foreign competitor
and, hence, the beliefs of both firms are that costs are equal to their expect
ed value, cx= q and c2=c2. Substituting these values into world welfare
and taking expectations, yields the expected value of welfare under free
trade Q F = EQ(0,0，cvc2,cv c2):
= — [(o:-/^,)2+ ( a - ^ 2)2]+—

-c2)2 +—^(crf +o글)

(28)

To compare expected welfare under free trade with expected welfare in
the simultaneous separating equilibrium, subtract (28) from (27) and recall
that A：= (-l-V393)/42 ：
신

-y

- c2)2 게

적

2 /?(af +(J2
2)

(29)

= ^^[(83V 393 -113)(c, - c2)2+(83a/393 +• M SXcrf + a])] > 0
This is unambiguously positive which leads to the following surprising
and counterintuitive proposition:
Proposition 5: In the simultaneous signalling game, expected world welfare
is higher in the linear separating equilibrium than underfree trade.

There are two reasons for this surprising result: Firstly, under free trade
neither firm gains any information about the costs of its foreign competitor
whereas in the separating equilibrium the true costs of both firms are
revealed. In the separating equilibrium, when a firm learns that its competi
tor has higher (lower) than average costs it will expand (contract) its own
output. Secondly, in the separating equilibrium, the firm with the lowest cost
will receive a large export subsidy while the firm with the highest cost will
be protected by a small tariff. Both of these effects will increase worldwide
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efficiency compared to free trade since they lead the firm with the lowest
cost to expand its output and lead the firm with the highest cost to contract
its output. Thus, intervention by both governments leads to greater special
ization according to comparative advantage and an increase in the expected
welfare of the world. That there is an increase in worldwide efficiency is
somewhat paradoxical since each government is motivated by the profitshifting and rent-extracting arguments for intervention, both of which are
usually beggar-my-neighbour policies.
In the symmetric case, when the two countries have identical cost distrib
utions, the efficiency gains from increased specialization in the separating
equilibrium are divided equally between the two countries so both are bet
ter off in the separating equilibrium than under free trade. However, with
cost asymmetries, the efficiency gains will not be equally divided. In the
Nash equilibrium with complete information, the country with the low cost
firm was worse off than under free trade while the other country was better
off. Similarly, with incomplete information, the country with the low expect
ed cost firm may be worse off in the separating equilibrium than under free
trade while the other country will undoubtedly be better off.18

VII. Conclusions

A model of strategic trade policy under integrated markets has been pre
sented and optimal trade policies have been derived under assumptions of
both complete and incomplete information. With complete information, it
has been shown that the optimal policy is an import tariff (export subsidy)
when a country is a net importer (exporter). In the Nash equilibrium in
trade policies, the country that has the firm with the lowest cost gives an
export subsidy which is fully countervailed by the import tariff of the other
country. The introduction of incomplete information about the costs of the
two firms adds an incentive for both governments to use their trade policy
as a signal of their domestic firm’s cost. As a result of this signalling effect,
the export subsidy (import tariff) in the separating equilibrium is larger
18. Obviously, the possibility that country with the low expected cost firm will lose is
most likely when the variance of costs is small.
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(smaller) than the optimum under complete information. In the simultane
ous signalling game, the country that has the firm with the lowest (highest)
expected cost will have the highest (lowest) expected trade policy in the
separating equilibrium. Expected world welfare in the separating equilibri
um is higher than under free trade and, in the symmetric case, both govern
ments gain from intervention in the simultaneous signalling game.
This last result is the most significant result in this paper since it provides
a rare example where non-cooperative trade policy setting leads to higher
welfare for both countries than under free trade. Intervention by both gov
ernments results in the true costs of the two firms being truthfully revealed
with the most efficient firm receiving a large export subsidy and the least
efficient being protected by a small tariff. Compared to free trade, this leads
to an expansion (contraction) of the most (least) efficient firm and a welfare
gain from increased specialization according to comparative advantage.
Intervention can increase welfare because imperfect competition and
incomplete information do not allow the full gains from comparative advan
tage to be exploited.
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Appendix: Pooling Versus Separating Strategies

Obviously, the simultaneous signalling game analyzed in this paper has a
number of pooling equilibrium in addition to the unique separating equilibri
um. The obvious candidate for a pooling equilibrium is for each country to
set its trade policy equal to the Nash equilibrium trade policy under complete
information (12) with ct =c so that tt = t = 2(a - j8c)9j8, which is the same
as the expected trade policy in the separating equilibrium, where the equi
librium beliefs are that ct = c. This pooling equilibrium can be sustained by
the out of equilibrium beliefs that ci = c\ if t{ < t and ct = c f if ti > t .
To compare pooling and separating strategies, suppose the two countries
can each choose between these two strategies at the start of the game.
Then, the expected welfare of the countries in the four possible outcomes
can be shown to be:

-

E w ^ ^ c ^ ^ c j ) = ~ ( a

9p

WPP = EW^t

,cj,c) = —

-

15c)2

+ 4 4 ~ 3^ ~ 9fe2y8cr2
36
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+

9p
4

o —\2

12；o
72
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65 —60A：
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0

= — (a -/ 3 c ) + -------- — --------- fie
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where the first superscript indicates the strategy of the country under con
sideration; the second superscript indicates the strategy of the other coun
try; P denotes pooling; and S denotes separating. Note that welfare in the
pooling equilibrium is the same as welfare under free trade (28). Comparing
the expected welfare of a country when it separates with that when it pools
given the strategy of the other country yields:
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2 >0
(A2)

per2 > 0

Since these are both positive, separating dominates pooling whatever the
strategy of the other country therefore both countries will choose the sepa
rating strategy and the outcome will be the separating equilibrium; this
leads to the following proposition:

In the symmetric case, for both governments, the separating
strategy dominates the pooling strategy and the outcome will be the separat
ing equilibrium.

Proposition A l.

The pooling equilibrium can be ruled out as a reasonable outcome of this
game for at least two reasons. Firstly, as proposition A l makes clear, for
each country the pooling strategy is Pareto-dominated by the separating
strategy. Secondly, the out of equilibrium beliefs supporting the pooling
equilibrium are unreasonable since a country that sets a trade policy larger
(smaller) than the pooling equilibrium tariff is assumed to have high (low)
costs even though such a country would have the least incentive to set this
trade policy.

